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A survey on feature ranking by means of evolutionary
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Abstract. The paper presents a review of current evolutionary algorithms for feature ranking

in data mining tasks involving automated learning. This issue is highly important as real-world
problems commonly suffer from the curse of dimensionality. By weighting the significance
of each attribute from a data set, the less influential indicators can be disposed of before
learning actually takes place, making the task become easier and less noisy. Moreover, for

several practical domains of application, such as medicine for instance, a ranking of the most
indicative attributes for a diagnosis are as vital as the computational learning support for the
final decision taking. Evolutionary algorithms are one of the most frequently used heuristics

for a diverse range of tasks, due to their simple and flexible nature. Therefore, the current
study investigates the numerous recent trends in employing the evolutionary computation field
for the subject of feature ranking.
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1. Introduction

One of the broadly explored research directions in data mining embraces the con-
cern of reducing the high dimensionality of real-world data that are available for an
automated learning assignment. The irrelevant, unnecessary, noisy or just less infor-
mative features harden the discovery of the inner relationships within the existing
information that lead to a reliable computational support for decision making. Fea-
ture selection is the more known paradigm for reaching a shorter attribute collection
to extract comprehensible knowledge from, while feature ranking is a more direct way
to get a fast insight into the relevance of each decision indicator with respect to the
output.

Literature entries for feature ranking are numerous and growing. However, the
aim of this paper is to review only those involving a natural heuristic search for
the important attributes, i.e. by means of evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary
computation is known to be the Swiss army knife of metaheuristics, as its algorithms
are able to offer efficient solutions for almost any class of problems, with the additional
advantage of an easy and adaptable framework.

The survey thus starts from a definition of feature ranking in section 2.1. It then
divides such techniques into two possible categories (learning method reliant or data
properties dependent) in section 2.2 and describes the most used criteria to mea-
sure attribute weighting of the latter in section 2.3. Several current evolutionary
approaches to the task are eventually presented in section 3.
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2. What is Feature Ranking?

First of all, it is important to draw the distinction between feature ranking and
the more familiar term of feature selection.

2.1. Problem Statement.
Feature selection: implies the search for a subset of the problem attributes to be

selected as being together optimally decisive for the learning task [13], [1]. The
search is thus performed on the basis of a score assigned to the entire potential
collection.

Feature ranking: is a special class of feature selection where a weight or score
is calculated for each feature according to some criterion. A certain number of
attributes from the obtained ranking is eventually taken as the result for the
given task.

The advantages and drawbacks of feature ranking can be enumerated in the next
scheme.
Therefore, the pros are:

• simplicity in the maneuvering and interpretability of the selected features,
• individualization of the role of each feature in the decision process.

On the other hand, the cons are known to be:
• the relevance of the final feature set as a whole is not measured [21],
• correlations between features are not analyzed [21]; as a consequence, some highly
ranking features may bring no additional information and lead to redundancy
[11].

In opposition, the disadvantages of feature selection are as follows:
• the selection of different subsets may not be that simple,
• the relevance of each feature is not investigated [21].

There are also several hybrid studies [16], [7], [20] which combine the advantages of
both methodologies, while countering their weaknesses. In such an approach, a first
method ranks the most informative attributes, while a second one selects an optimal
subset from the top ranking features according to the previous step.

2.2. Classification of Feature Ranking Algorithms. Approaches to feature rank-
ing can generally fall into one of the two following categories [8]:
Wrapper methods: use a machine learning approach to compute accuracy based

on the considered features and weights,
Filter methods: use a measure on the feature space, independently of a given

learning algorithm, to assess the scores of attributes
The pluses of a wrapper technique can be seen as:

• increased dimensionality reduction,
• enhanced prediction accuracy,

while the minuses are:
• results dependency on the learner,
• overtraining,
• high cost.

As for the advantages of a filter approach, these address:
• generalization ability,
• less costs,

while:
• lower reduction of dimensionality,
• lower accuracy
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express the disadvantages.
In the next sections, we will address only filter approaches, as being more indepen-

dent and flexible for a metaheuristic treatment.

2.3. Ranking Criteria. In order to assess a ranking of features by using only data
properties, several criteria can be employed. They can be used independently or be
incorporated into metaheuristical search, as shown in section 3.

Some effective possible measures (as regarded by literature) can be hence cataloged
as those subsequent (in a random order, not that of importance). These are however
designed for a classification task, being the most common formulation of real-world
data to automatically learn from.
Intraclass distance [21], [18]: denotes the distance between samples within a class

and must be minimized in order to achieve high data separability.
Interclass distance [21], [18]: reversely expresses the distance between samples

of distinct classes and must be maximized. A feature ranks higher than another
if the obtained ratio between intraclass and interclass distances after its removal
is greater (less separability) than that of the latter.

Attribute-class correlation [21], [18]: weights the variations of an attribute be-
tween every two patterns of the same class (negatively) or distinct classes (posi-
tively).

Signal-to-noise ratio [9], [5]: computes the difference between the mean values
of a feature for each of the two classes and the sum of the corresponding standard
deviations; it outputs the absolute value of this difference/sum ratio as the rank
of that attribute.

t-test[9]: is used in the form that defines the score of an attribute as the ratio
of the difference between its mean values for each of the two classes and the
standard deviation; the latter takes into account the standard deviation values
of the feature for every class and the cardinality of each. The weight of each
feature is thus given by its computed absolute score.

Mann-Whitney U test [12]: or the equivalent area under curve (AUC) [15] from
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [11]: the weight of a feature is
the fraction by which the attribute ranks the positive samples higher than the
negative ones (assuming patterns in one class are denoted as positive and those
in the other as negative).

In the end, a natural question thus arises: among the multitude of possible weight-
ing means, what criterion is the best? Each of them can be more informative for a
given data set or they can be combined into a single measure [18] or multiobjectively
[21] to encompass more domain knowledge.

3. Evolutionary Techniques for Feature Ranking

The use of evolutionary algorithms [4] for weighting the importance of features
within data mining tasks is a recent and productive direction of research, with many
competitive results and insights into the phenomenon. In the following, several inter-
esting existing research ideas of evolutionary filter techniques are thus presented in
detail.

3.1. The ROGER approach. The first known entry in the field is represented by
the ROGER (ROC-based Genetic LearneR) algorithm [17]. The technique employs
evolution strategies to optimize the AUC criterion in ROC analysis [15].
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A ROC curve symbolizes the trade-off between the true positive rate (to be maxi-
mized) and the false positive rate (to be minimized) of a classifier. The true positive
rate is the fraction between true positive samples (whose outcome is predicted to be
positive and the real outcome is also positive) and all positive samples. The false
positive rate is the ratio between false positive examples (where the predicted target
is positive and the real one is in fact negative) and all the negatives.

The AUC is then a reduced single measure and is defined as the probability that the
learner will rank a randomly chosen positive sample higher than a randomly chosen
negative one [15].

The ROGER method searches for hypotheses that optimize the AUC by (µ+λ)-
evolution strategies with self-adaptive mutation [17]. In this scheme [4], µ parents
generate λ offspring and the survivors of each generation are the best individuals from
the pool of both parents and descendants. Self-adaptive mutation assumes that the
mutation step size (one or several) is also encoded into the individuals. It suffers
a separate modification through specific mechanisms [4] before being used for the
mutation of the main variables.

Each hypothesis refers the weighted 1-norm distance [3] of a training example to a
generated point in the sample space [11]. Each individual thus comprises the weights
and the point of reference. The fitness function then addresses the AUC criterion
[11], [17].

Although ROGER shows promising results, it is however limited to linear functions.

3.2. Multiobjective feature ranking. Evolution of individuals encoding weights
is also performed in [21]. The final ranking will be obtained by decreasingly arranging
the features according to the obtained weights.

Multiobjective combinations of the possible ranking criteria proposed by [18] and
described in section 2.3 are taken into account in the creation of the fitness function,
where weights are included in the distance measure:

• maximize intraclass similarity and minimize interclass similarity,
• keep the two objectives above and additionally minimize attribute-class correla-
tion.

Instead of a single objective combination of these measures as discussed by [18],
their multiple reference is performed through the evolutionary multiobjective scheme
called NSGA-II [2]. In this approach, the Pareto-optimal set of solutions is obtained
through what is defined as a fast nondominated sorting approach, with induction of
elitism and diversity preservation.

The advantage and drawback of the multiobjective feature ranking technique is
that the outcome of the NSGA-II application on the possible weight vectors is a set
of nondominated solutions. While the end-user is able to look at the reached Pareto
front and choose the ranking for his/her preferred evaluation measure, these diverse
found individuals have to be eventually aggregated into a single final result [21].

3.3. Feature weighting with genetic programming. Another recent evolution-
ary possibility for ranking attributes of a data mining problem is denoted by the
genetic programming approach in [14]. Individuals of this type of evolutionary algo-
rithms are in fact programs which evolve also according to some given task [4].

In the cited approach to feature ranking [14], a predefined number of genetic pro-
gramming runs generate (in parallel) a set of optimal programs (classifiers), each
program corresponding to a class of the problem. Every classifier obtains an accuracy
for the given data mining task and, based on its fitness, features appearing in its
scheme are scored accordingly. This score, together with the frequency with which
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they appear in well performing classifiers, gives each feature a rank of popularity. In
the end of the algorithm, a number of the higher ranking attributes are chosen as the
solution.

3.4. Neural networks and evolutionary algorithms to rank features. In [6],
ensemble learning based on models of neural networks and evolutionary algorithms,
together with specific statistical procedures for attribute ordering, achieved the ag-
gregated ranking of features of a classification task. The sensitivity analysis provided
by neural networks gives a rate to each feature in agreement with the accuracy dete-
rioration that happens if that attribute is discarded from the model [6], [19].

The employed neural network types included in the collective system are:
• linear network,
• probabilistic neural network,
• radial basis function neural network,
• three and four-layer perceptrons.
Standard evolutionary algorithms are used to search for the optimal synaptic

weights involved within the multi-layer perceptron algorithms.
The feature hierarchies obtained following the classical or hybrid models are finally

aggregated into a single ranking [6].

3.5. How to handle several solutions? The last problem that has to be consid-
ered is that of establishing the final ranking, in situations when several partial ones
appear from the following reasons:

• multiple methods applied to the same data [6],
• one technique applied to several remote subsets of the same data [21],
• a multimodal or multiobjective approach leading to several optimal solutions
[21].

The solution would be to assign to each feature a score obtained in either one of
the several ways presented below:

• the sum of its ranks in each obtained hierarchy [6],
• the most frequent rank in the partial orderings [10],
• the aggregation of several rankings into a generic one (an ordered partition of
the set of features) through a measure of similarity between them [21].

4. Concluding Remarks

Feature ranking is an essential step when performing automated learning on high
dimensional real-world data and several evolutionary algorithms have been proven
to be efficient for this task. Incorporating only data properties and using a flexible
framework, these techniques are able to output the decisive factors and their order
in influencing the decision making process. Additionally, the irrelevant features can
be further discarded and learning can be conducted only with respect to the key
indicators.

Starting now from the surveyed algorithms and taking into account the various
possibilities of assessing rankings of features, many novel ideas to further explore this
area of research can prospectively spring.
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